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The theory of equitable partitions of graphs has a number of significant applica- 
tions. We develop an extension of this theory to matrix algebras acting on the 
space of functions on a finite set. Our main application of this is to establish a 
quotient heorem which has, as special cases, the standard results on quotients in 
association schemes and distance regular graphs. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 7r be a partition of the vertex set of a directed graph G, with cells 
{C1,... , Cr}. We call 7r equitable if, for any ordered pair of cells (Ci, C~) 
and vertex u in Ci, both the number of arcs starting at u and ending in Cj 
and the number of arcs ending on u and starting in C /do  not depend on 
the choice of u, but only on the pair (i, j). If ,n" is discrete, i.e., each cell is 
a singleton, then 7r is always equitable. If 7r has just one cell then it is 
equitable if and only if all vertices of G have the same in- and out-valency. 
The partitions formed by the orbits of any group of automorphisms of G 
provide an interesting class of examples of equitable partitions. If A is the 
adjacency matrix of G, we denote the r × r matrix with /j-entry equal to 
the number of arcs from a vertex in C i to vertices in C /by  A/Tr, and call it 
the quotient matrix of A. We view this in turn as the adjacency matrix of a 
directed graph which we call the quotient of G with respect to 7r and 
denote by G/~r. 
Equitable partitions of graphs are the same thing as the graph divisors 
introduced by Sachs and his co-workers, and an exposition from their 
point of view appears in [7, Chap. 4]. For directed graphs their concept of 
a divisor is more general than an equitable partition as defined above. 
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Also they did not consider association schemes, which are our main 
interest here. An introduction to equitable partitions of graphs is provided 
in [10, Chap. 5]. 
We may view an association scheme ae as a set of 01-matrices 
{A 0 . . . .  , A d} such that 
(a) A0 = I, 
(b) E/d=0Ai = J, 
(c) A T ~ae for i = 0 , . . . ,  d, 
(d) AiA  j = A jA  i for all i and j and 
(e) the span of a¢ is closed under matrix multiplication. 
The matrices {A0, . . . ,  A d} together generate the Bose-Mesner  algebra 
of the association scheme. The background information on association 
schemes which we will need is conveniently summarised in [2, Chap. 2]. 
For i = 1 . . . .  , d we may view the matrix A i as the adjacency matrix of a 
directed graph G i. The common set of vertices of the graphs G i will 
usually be denoted by X, and referred to as the vertex set of ag. 
Conditions (a) and (b) imply that these directed graphs are loop free and 
that their arc sets partition the arc set of the complete directed graph on 
X. A vertex u is said to be i-related to a vertex v if (u, v) is an arc in Gz. 
An association scheme d is symmetric if each matrix in it is symmetric, in 
which case the directed graphs are all graphs. A partition ~r of X is an 
equitable partition of d if and only if it is an equitable partition of each 
directed graph G i. 
In this paper we define equitable partitions relative to a matrix algebra 
acting on the set of all functions on some finite set X. We show that this 
definition is a generalisation of the ones we have just described, and then 
use it to study quotients in association schemes. This work is based in part 
on results from the second author's Ph.D. thesis [15]. 
2. EQUITABLE PARTITIONS 
Let X be a fixed set of n elements, let F be the vector space of all 
functions on X over some fixed field and let ~" be an algebra of n x n 
matrices acting on F. (For most of the applications on this paper, the field 
we use will be C, but we do not impose this as an assumption.) We have 
two examples in mind: 
(a) The adjacency algebra of a graph G- -here  X is the vertex set of 
G and ~{ is the adjacency algebra of G, i.e., the algebra formed by all 
polynomials in A(G) ,  the adjacency matrix of G. 
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(b) The Bose-Mesner algebra of an association scheme--here  X is 
the vertex set of an association scheme and ~/  is the Bose-Mesner 
algebra of the scheme. 
If 7r is a partition of X, let F(Tr) denote the subspace of F formed by 
the functions on X which are constant on the cells of ~r. There is an 
alternative description of F(Tr). If 7r is a partition of X with cells 
{C1,... , Cr} , define the characteristic matrix of ~- to be the n × r matrix 
whose ith column is the characteristic vector of C i, for i = 1 . . . . .  r. If P is 
the characteristic matrix of 7r then F(Tr) is the column space of P. We 
note the following characterisation of the subspaces of F determined by 
partitions, the proof of which is not difficult (see [12, Lemma 1.1]). 
2.1 LEMMA. A subspace U of F is equal to F(rr) for some partition rr of 
X if and only if it is closed under multiplication and contains the constant 
functions. 
Now we can state an important definition. Suppose X, F, and ~/are  as 
above. A partition 7r of X is equitable relative to ~ if F(~-) is ~'-in- 
variant. 
We need to reconcile this terminology With the usage described in the 
previous section. Let G be a directed graph with vertex set X and 
adjacency matrix A. Suppose that 7r is a partition of X with characteristic 
matrix P. It follows from the work of Sachs (see [7, Chap. 4]) that 7r is 
equitable (in the sense of the previous section) if and only if there are 
matrices B and C such that 
AP = PB, ATp = PC. 
Clearly such matrices B and C exist if and only if col(P) is invariant under 
A and A T. Thus we see that ~- is an equitable partition of G (in the sense 
of the previous section) if and only if it is equitable relative to the 
adjacency algebra generated by A and A T. Note that if B exists then it 
must be equal to A/Tr. 
We defined a partition of the vertex set of an association scheme to be 
equitable if and only if it is an equitable partition of each directed graph 
in the scheme, from which it follows that ~- is equitable in this sense if and 
only if it is equitable relative to the Bose-Mesner algebra of the scheme. 
We note one simple consequence of our definition, originally due to 
Brendan McKay [14, Lemma 5.3]. If 7r and cr are partitions on a set X, we 
use 7r V cr to denote the join of 7r and cr in the lattice of partitions of X. 
It is easy to verify that F(Tr) A F(cr) = F(Tr V or). 
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2.2. LEMMA. Let F be the space of functions on X and let ~" be an 
algebra of matrices acting on F. I f  7r and ~r are equitable partitions relative 
to ~//, so is vr V o'. 
Proof. Simply observe that if F(~-) and F(cr) are /d-invariant, closed 
under multiplication and contain the constant functions, the same holds 
for FOr) n F(~r). | 
If C is a subset of X with characteristic vector xc, we define 2 (C)  to 
be the/d-module generated by x c. Note that ~(C)  is a vector space over 
our underlying field, hence it has a well defined dimension. It determines a 
partition 7r as follows: two elements u and u of X are in the same cell of 
rr if and only if f (u)  = f (v )  for all f in 2 (C) .  This is the partition of X 
induced by C. (Note that C itself need not be a cell of its induced 
partition, although it must be a union of such cells.) The dimension of 
2 (C)  is bounded above by the number of cells in ~-; we will call C simple if 
equality holds. We will denote the number of cells in a partition 7r by [~-f. 
The dual degree s* of C is defined to be one less than the dimension of 
2 (C) .  
Now we can state and prove the main result of this section. 
2.3. THZORZM. Let C be a subset of X and let ~ be the partition induced 
by C, relative to the algebra /d. I f  C is simple, rr is equitable. 
Proof. Any element of ~(C) ,  viewed as a function on X, is constant 
on the cells of ~- and therefore lies in F(vr). Hence ~(C)  _c F(~-). The 
dimension of F(vr) is equal to [Tr[ and, since C is simple, 2 (C)  also has 
dimension I~-I over the underlying field. Consequently ~(C)  = F(vr) and, 
since ~(C)  is /d-invariant, FOr) is too. Therefore 7r is equitable. | 
Theorem 2.3 is proved in [5, Theorem 3.2] for the case when /d  is the 
Bose-Mesner algebra of the Hamming scheme. The above proof shows 
that, if C is simple, 2 (C)  = F(vr). The converse is immediate, and will 
prove useful, so we record a form of it here. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let C be a subset of X,  with induced partition yr. Then 
the following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) C is simple, 
(b) ~.~(C) is closed under multiplication and contains the constant 
functions, and 
(c) ~(c )  = F(~-). I 
Several important examples of simple subsets will be discussed in 
Section 4. The following result can be used to increase our supply of them. 
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2.5. LEMMA. If i = 1 or 2, let C i be a subset of X i which is simple, 
relative to the algebra ~i  acting on the space of functions on X i. 7[hen 
C a X C 2 is a simple subset o fX  1 × X 2, relative to ~1 ® ~'2. 
Proof. We have 
~(C 1 X C2)" =-~@'(Cl) ~ ~c(C2) 
and so the dimension of 5~(C 1 × C 2) is the product of the dimensions of 
2 (C  I) and ~(C2).  Let rr i be the partition of X¢ induced by C i. Then the 
partition rr of X 1 × X 2 induced by C t × C 2 is refined by 
~Va × ~'2 := {Y × Z: Y ~ ~T1, Z ~ 'IT2}. 
Therefore we have 
dim ~(C  1 × C2) ~ Irrl _< I~-i × ~r21 
= [~iI I~'21 = dim 5~(C1)dim 2(C2) ,  
from which it follows that ~r is simple. | 
Let J denote the n × n matrix with all entries equal to one. If 7r is a 
partition of X then F(Tr) is J-invariant. It follows that if ~- is equitable 
relative to an algebra/~ then it is also equitable relative to the extended 
algebra obtained by adjoining J. In many cases of interest o us J already 
belongs to the algebra, e.g., if ~ is a Bose-Mesner algebra. However, if G 
is a graph which is not regular then the adjacency algebra (A)  is properly 
contained in the algebra (A, J ) generated by A and J. 
For graphs a second extension is possible. For a graph G, let v be the 
partition of V(G) whose cells are the vertices of a given valency. Although 
u is not usually equitable, any equitable partition of G is a refinement of 
u. If we let A be the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is the 
valency of the ith vertex of G, it follows that the function space associated 
with any equitable partition of G must be zl-invariant. Thus a partition of 
G is equitable if and only if it is equitable relative to (A,  J, A). (In the 
case where G is connected, J in fact belongs to (A,  A).) 
In view of these remarks, the following result may be interesting. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let G be a graph with adjacency matrix A. I rA  and J have 
no common eigenvector then the discrete partition is the only equitable 
partition of G. 
Proof. We prove more than we actually need, in part to demonstrate 
that our hypothesis is stronger than might appear. We show that (A,  J )  
has no proper non-zero invariant subspaces, whence G cannot have a 
non-trivial equitable partition. Suppose U is a subspace of C v(c), invariant 
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under (A,  J ) .  Then, since A and J are symmetric, the orthogonal 
complement U z of U is also (A ,  Y)-invariant. If all vectors in U are in 
the null space of J then U must contain a common eigenvector for A and 
Y. Otherwise suppose u e U and Ju ~ O. Then Yu is a non-zero multiple 
of the all-ones vector 1. It follows that every vector in U ± is orthogonal to 
1, and therefore U j- lies in the null-space of Y. Hence we find a common 
eigenvector for A and Y in U ± | 
Suppose that G has n vertices and A and J have no common eigenvec- 
tor. Then all eigenvalues of A are simple. Moreover, ~A, J )  is an 
irreducible semi-simple matrix algebra over  ~. It is not too difficult to 
show that the only matrices which commute with A and J are the scalars, 
and from this we can deduce that (A ,  J )  must be the algebra of all n × n 
matrices over ~. For a related result, see [13]. 
To end this section, we present a characterisation f symmetric associa- 
tion schemes in terms of equitable partitions. If  H is a graph and 
v ~ V(H), let H(v) denote the set of vertices in H adjacent o v. Let 
{G1,. . . ,  Ga} be a set of graphs with common vertex set X such that the 
edge sets E(G~) partition the edges of the complete graph on X. If  u ~ X, 
define % to be the partition with cells 
G(u) ,G( . )  . . . . .  6d(u),  
where Go(u) := {u}. Let A 0 be the identity matrix and abbreviate A(G i) 
to Ai. Then {A0, . . . ,  A d} is a symmetric association scheme if and only if: 
(a) For each vertex u in X and each graph Gi, the  partition % is 
equitable. 
(b) For i = 1 . . . . .  d the quotient matrix A J% is independent of the 
choice of u in X. 
The proof of this is quite straightforward, and left to the reader. (We 
will not be using this characterisation i  what follows.) 
3. SIMPLE SUBSETS AND QUOTIENTS 
Let & be an algebra of matrices acting on F = C x and let ~- be a 
partition of X which is equitable relative to &. Then F(~-) is/Ginvariant 
and so determines a homomorphism q~ of &. The image of ~ under q~ will 
be denoted by/~/~- and similarly, if A ~/~ then q~(A) will be denoted by 
A/~'. (If A is the adjacency matrix of a directed graph, A/~ is the same 
matrix defined in Section 1.) 
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We will generally require the algebra & to be commutative and semisim- 
ple, and so we begin by noting some important properties of such algebras. 
Any such algebra has a basis of orthogonal idempotent matrices, 
{E 0 . . . . .  E d} say. If A ~/% then AEiE j=O for all j such that j~ i .  
Therefore there are complex-valued functions A i on  /% such that 
AE i = Ai( A )E  i. 
Thus Az(A) is an eigenvalue of A and, although it is of no use to us, we 
cannot resist remarking that A i is a homomorphism from /% into C. The 
column spaces of the idempotents provide an orthogonal decomposition of
F into eigenspaces for/%. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let /% be commutative s misimple matrix algebra acting on 
c X. Let C be a subset of X which is simple, relative to /%, let s* be its dual 
degree and let ~" be the partition it induces. Then &/~r has dimension s* + 1 
and all its eigenspaces are 1-dimensional. 
Proof. Let {E0, . . . ,  E e} be the principal idempotents of/% and let Uj 
denote the column space of EjP, for j = 0 , . . . ,  d. Then Uj is an eigenspace 
for the restriction of/% to col(P) and, since E jE i = I, the direct sum of the 
subspaces Uj is col(P). As C is simple, the column space of P is -~(C). 
Since 
EjAxc = , j(A)ejx  
we see that all columns of EiP are scalar multiples of Eixc, whence the 
rank of EiP is at most one. 
It follows that 2 (C)  is the direct sum of the 1-dimensional spaces 
spanned by those vectors Ejx c which are non-zero. Since the matrices 
Ej/~ are  pairwise orthogonal, the algebra &/~- has dimension s* + 1. ] 
3.2. COROLLAgY. I f  /% is generated by a single matrix A then the 
eigenvalues of A /Tr are all simple. | 
3.3 LEMMA. Let /% be a semisimple matrix algebra action on C x. Let o- 
be a partition of X which is equitable relative to/%. If  C is a cell of ~r, then 
the partition induced by C is refined by o-. 
Proof. Let x c be the characteristic vector of C and let 7r denote the 
partition induced by C. Then F (~)  is the closure (under multiplication of 
functions) of the space obtained by adjoining the constant functions _~(C). 
Since F(o-) contains Xc and 1 and is both /%,invariant and closed under 
multiplication, it contains F(~-). | 
Let ~ be a matrix algebra on C x, not necessarily commutative or 
semisimple, and let {A0, . . . ,  A d} be a basis for it. If C ~ X then the outer 
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distribution matrix of C is the matrix with ith column equal to Aix  o for 
i = 0 . . . . .  d. (The standard example arises when A is the Bose-Mesner 
algebra of an association scheme formed by the matrices {A0, . . . ,  Ad}.) 
The column space of the outer distribution matrix is 2 (C) .  We call 
subsets C and C' of X isometric if the outer distribution matrix of C' can 
be obtained from the outer distribution matrix of C by permuting its rows. 
It is immediate that the choice of basis for A does not affect whether two 
subsets are isometric. Any two vertices u and v in an association scheme 
are isometric, because the number of vertices/-related to u is equal to the 
number of vertices /-related to v, for all i. (This example is more 
significant han it might appear.) We summarise some of the properties of 
isometric sets for later use; the proofs are straightforward and may be 
supplied by the reader. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let ~ be a matrix algebra on C x and let C and C' be 
subsets of X which are isometric relative to A. Then the following hold. 
(a) I f  J ~ /~ then ]CI = JC'[. 
(b) I f  ~" and ~r' are the respective partitions induced by C and C', there 
is a bijection from the cells of C to the cells of C' such that corresponding 
cells have the same size. 
(c) I f  C is simple then C' must be simple. 
Proof. Only the first claim needs justification. Take a basis for &, the 
first element of which is J. Then all entries in the first column of the outer 
distribution matrix for a subset of X are equal to the size of the subset, 
and therefore isometric subsets must have the same size. | 
I f  B and C are two matrices with the same order then the Schur product 
B o C is the matrix with/ j-entry equal to (B i ) (C i ) ,  for all i and j. One of 
the most important properties of the Bose-Mesner algebra of an associa- 
tion scheme is that it is closed under the Schur product. 
Now we are ready to prove our main result. 
3.5. THEOnEM. Let ~ be a commutative semisimple algebra of matrices 
acting on C x and let or be a partition of X which is equitable relative to 
and has pairwise isometric ells. Then the cells of o- are simple if and only if 
~/~r is Schur-closed and some matrix in ~/o" has the all-ones vector as one 
of its columns. 
Proof. First we set up our notation. Let ~ denote &/~r and, if A ~/~, 
let Adenote  A/o-.  We can view ~ as an algebra of matrices acting on the 
space of complex functions on the cells of o-. Let C be a cell of ~r, let ~- 
be its induced partition and let .~ be the ~-module generated by the 
characteristic vector e c of C, viewed as an element of the set of cells of or. 
As usual we use x c for the characteristic vector of C, viewed as a subset 
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of X. Since ~r is a refinement of ~- (by Lemma 3.3), ~r determines a
partition of the cells of cr which we will denote by ~-. 
There is one preliminary step. Let S be the characteristic matrix of cr. If 
A E /~ then AS = SAand so 
Aec = (sTs ) - I sTASgc  = (sTs ) - I sTAxc .  
Since ~r is equitable, the entries of Axc are constant on the cells of ~r. 
Since the entry of Ae c corresponding to the cell C' of cr is equal to 
IC'l -~ ~ (Axe)= 
u~C r 
it follows that the C'-entry of Ae c is equal to (Axc), ,  for any vertex u in 
C.  (This shows that the mapping 
x ~ (STS) - ISTx  
is a vector space isomorphism from ~(C)  to ~. )  Another consequence of 
this is that ~ is Schur-closed if and only if ~(C)  is. 
Suppose that ~ is Schur-closed. Then ~ is Schur-closed and so, by our 
previous remark, ~(C)  is Schur-closed. Now if some matrix in & has the 
all-ones vector as one of its columns, then J ~ N since the ceils of o- are 
pairwise isometric. This implies that ~,  hence °~(C), contains the con- 
stant functions. From Corollary 2.4 we now deduce that C must be simple 
and, since C is an arbitrary cell of o-, it follows that all cells of ~r are 
simple. 
Assume now that the cells of cr are simple and let s* be the dual degree 
of C. We will show that A has dimension s* + 1. For any matrix A in 
we have AS -= SA and, since the columns of S are linearly independent, 
X = 0 if and only if AS = 0. Let {Eo, . . . ,  E d} be a basis of orthogonal 
idempotents for A. Then the non-zero matrices fTi are pairwise orthogo- 
nal, idempotent, and form a basis for ~. Hence the dimension of ~ is 
equal to the number of indices i such that EsS ~ O. The columns of S are 
the characteristic vectors of its 
will show the converse holds. 
Ejx c = 0 is one greater than 
claim. 
cells and so if EiS = 0 then Esx c = O. We 
Since the number of indices j such that 
the dual degree of C, this will prove our 
Let C' be a second cell of cr with induced partition ~-' and let D and D' 
be the outer distribution matrices of C and C' respectively, computed 
using the basis {E 0 . . . . .  Ed}. Since C and C' are isometric, it follows that 
the ith column of D is zero if and only if the ith column of D' is. That is, 
Eix c is zero if and only if Esx c, is. 
Now we prove that ~ is Schur-closed. We know that the C'-entry of Ae c 
is equal to (Axc) , ,  for any vertex u in C'. Hence Ae c is constant on the 
cells of ~'. As the cells of o- are pairwise isometric, each column of X is a 
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permutation of the entries of the C-column Aec, and this permutation is
independent of the choice of A. Hence there is a set of 01-matrices, 
indexed by the cells of ~-, whose span contains N. Since [~-[ = s* + 1 it 
follows that ~ has a basis of 01-matrices and consequently it is Schur-closed. 
Finally, we must show that some matrix in f~ has the all-ones vector as 
one of its columns. Since N is Schur-closed, it is enough to show that, for 
each pair, C, C' of cells of o-, some matrix A ~ A has non-zero (C, C')- 
entry. By way of contradiction, suppose that, for every matrix A ~/~, and 
for every u E C', the u-entry of Axc is zero. Then the outer distribution 
matrix, D, of C has at least one row of zeros. This is impossible since C 
being simple implies that the rank of D is equal to its number of distinct 
rows. m 
It is well-known that a commutative matrix algebra with identity which 
is closed under conjugate transposition and Schur multiplication and 
contains J is the Bose-Mesner algebra of an association scheme (see [2, 
Theorem 2.6.1]). Hence if we wish to use Theorem 3.5 to show some 
quotient is an association scheme, we must also verify that the quotient 
algebra contains I and is closed under transposes. These properties will be 
inherited from &, as we now show. If J ~ A then, by Lemma 3.4(a), all 
cells of o- have same size, c say. From the proof of Theorem 3.5 we see 
that if A ~ A then A/o- is equal to c- IsrAs.  Since sTs = CI we deduce 
immediately that I and J map to the identity and c J, respectively, in the 
quotient. Further, 
( = c-IS A*S = ( 
and so A/o- is closed under conjugate transposition if A is. In summary we 
have: 
3.6. COROLLARY. Let o- be an equitable partition of the association 
scheme ~ with pairwise isometric cells, and let A be the Bose-Mesner 
algebra of ~ .  Then A/o- is the Bose-Mesner algebra of an association 
scheme if and only if the cells of o" are simple. The quotient scheme is 
symmetric is s,¢ is. | 
4. APPLICATIONS 
We now discuss several examples of quotients of association schemes, 
and some related questions. Our main aim is to show that the standard 
results concerning quotients of association schemes are special cases of 
our Theorem 3.5. 
An association scheme s~¢ is imprimitive if some graph G i in it is not 
connected. It is a well-known and fundamental result that the partition 
into components of G i is equitable and gives rise to a quotient scheme. 
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(See, e.g., [4, 19].) We will derive this result as a corollary to our main 
theorem. 
4.1. THEOaEM. Let sJ be a symmetric association scheme on X with 
Bose-Mesner algebra /~. Suppose the graph G1 is" disconnected and let o- be 
the partition of X determined by its components. Then cr is an equitable 
partition and the quotient algebra &/rr is the Bose-Mesner algebra of an 
association scheme. 
Proof. Let S be the characteristic matrix of o-. Suppose that there are 
/-related vertices x and y in some component of G1, and that some vertex 
u is i-related to another vertex v. Since x and y are joined by a path with 
all its edges in G1, it follows that u and v are also joined by a path with 
edges in G1, i.e., they lie in the same component of G 1. This implies that 
the graph on X with two vertices adjacent if and only if they lie in the 
same component of G 1 is the union of graphs from ~.  As the adjacency 
matrix of this graph is SS r - I, we infer that SS r ~ lk. 
I f  A ~/~ we now see that ASS T = SSrA. Taking A equal to J, this 
implies that all components of G 1 have the same size, c say. We also find 
that 
cAS = ASSrS  = SSrAS 
which implies both that o- is equitable and A/o-  = c- ISrAS. 
Since SS r ~/~ it can be written as a linear combination of the principal 
idempotents of A, 
SS ~= E~,iE,.  (1) 
i 
As (SSr)  2 = cSS r it follows that 
i 
and therefore all non-zero coefficients in (1) are equal to c. 
Let ef be the set of indices i such that Yi = c. By the Krein condition, 
for any i and j the Schur product E io Ej is a non-negative linear 
combination of principal idempotents. We have 
(SST) o (SS ~) = SS ~. 
whence it follows that if i, j lie in G then Ei o E~ is a linear combination 
of idempotents Ek, where k ~ C. Thus the subalgebra (E  F i ~ ~)  is 
Schur-closed. 
Let C be a cell of ~ with characteristic vector x c. Then ~(C)  is 
spanned by the vectors Eixc, where E i is any principal idempotent of ~. 
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Let v be a vertex in C and let e~ be the vector which is equal to one on v 
and zero everywhere lse. Then x c = SSrev and 
/ cEie ~ , i 
E ix  C = E iSSTe~ = 
O, otherwise. 
Hence .~(C) is spanned by the vectors Eie v for i in 6~. 
Now suppose C' is a second cell of or and w is a vertex in it. Then v and 
w are isometric, and this immediately implies that C and C' are isometric. 
Since the matrices E i for i in 6~ are Schur-closed, it also follows that 
~(C)  is Schur-closed and so C is simple. 
Thus we have shown that the components of G1 yield an equitable 
partition of X into pairwise isometric simple subsets. Therefore, by 
Theorem 3.5, the quotient algebra A/o- is the Bose-Mesner algebra of an 
association scheme. | 
Our next application is a proof of Theorem 11.1.6 from [2], which 
characterises quotients of distance-regular graphs. A distance-regular 
graph is equivalent to a metric association scheme, so the above theorem 
applies. Given a non-empty subset C of the vertices of a distance-regular 
graph G, we define the distance partition of C to be the partition 
~- = {Co,. . . ,  Co}, where 
C i := {x ~ V(G):  d ist (x ,C)  = i} 
and p := max x dist(x, C) is the covering radius of C. We say that subset C 
is completely regular if this partition is equitable. (By a result of Neumaier 
[17], this is equivalent to the original definition, due to Delsarte [8].) Any 
completely regular subset is simple, by [2, Theorem 11.1.1]. A partition is 
uniformly equitable if there are constants a and /3 such that each vertex 
has exactly a neighbours in its own cell and, if adjacent o a vertex in 
another cell, has exactly/3 neighbours in that cell. 
4.2. COROLLARY (Brouwer et al, [2, Theorem 11.1.6]). Let G be a 
distance-regular graph and or a uniformly equitable partition of G into 
pairwise isometric subsets. Then G /~r is distance-regular if and only if each 
cell of o" is a completely regular subset of G. 
Proof Let d' be the diameter of Glut. It is not difficult to show that 
each cell of o- has covering radius d'. If each cell of ~r is completely 
regular, the algebra /~/o" is the Bose-Mesner algebra of an association 
scheme. Since A(G/o ' )  ~ lVo" and G/o" has diameter d', the association 
scheme is metric with respect to A(G/cr)  (see [10, Lemma 12.3.2]). 
Conversely, if G/cr is distance-regular then, by Theorem 3.5, each cell of 
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o- is simple with dual degree d'. But d' is also the covering radius and so 
each cell is completely regular. | 
The above result can be strengthened using a result from [11]. There it 
is shown that a regular graph is distance-regular if and only if each vertex 
is a completely regular subset. Using this it can be shown without great 
difficulty that the condition that the cells of o- be pairwise isometric an be 
dropped from Corollary 4.2. (See [10, Theorem 11.7.3].) Antipodal dis- 
tance regular graphs provide an interesting special case of Corollary 4.1, 
and are also imprimitive association schemes. Their study was begun by 
Gardiner in [91. 
Corollary 4.2 provides evidence that completely regular subsets are 
important in the theory of distance-regular graphs. The role of simple 
subsets is presently unclear. For a subset C of a distance regular graph we 
have three successively weaker properties that may hold: 
(1) C is completely regular, 
(2) C is simple, and 
(3) the partition induced by C is equitable. 
As pointed out in [16], the 2-(11, 5, 2) design is an example of a simple 
subset of the Johnson graph J( l l ,  5) which is not completely regular. In 
[15] it is noted that the Witt design on 22 points and the projective plane 
of order four induce equitable partitions in J(22, 6) and J(21, 5), respec- 
tively, but neither of these sets is simple. Another example comes from [5], 
where it is shown that the first order Reed Muller code of length 16 
induces an equitable partition in the Hamming raph H(16, 2), but again 
is not simple. 
One interesting feature of the last example is that the code is linear, and 
therefore its cosets form an equitable partition of H(16, 2) with all cells 
pairwise isometric and with each cell inducing an equitable partition. (So, 
by Theorem 3.5, the natural quotient is not an association scheme.) 
Suppose ag is an association scheme with an abelian group of automor- 
phisms H acting regularly on its vertex set. (Such a scheme is known as a 
translation scheme.) The vertices of ae can be identified with elements of 
H; then the cosets of any subgroup of H from a uniformly equitable 
partition with pairwise isometric ells. It follows from a result of Delsarte 
([8, Theorem 6.10], but see also [5, Theorem 4.1-4.2]) that the quotient 
with respect to this partition is an association scheme if and only if its cells 
are simple. This is clearly a special case of our Theorem 3.5. More 
applications can be found in [3, 18]. In the latter paper, a family of 
parameter sets for "locally Hamming" distance-regular graphs are shown 
to be quotients of Hamming graphs through the construction of com- 
pletely regular codes. 
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Our last example is actually a generalisation of the previous one. We 
consider an interesting class of quotient schemes arising from groups. Let 
H be a finite group. If C is a non-trivial conjugacy class of H, the Cayley 
diagram X(C) is the directed graph with vertex set H and with elements a
and/3 of H adjacent if and only i f /3a -a ~ C. The Cayley diagrams X(C), 
as C ranges over the distinct non-trivial conjugacy classes of H form an 
association scheme, (See [1, Chap. II.7] or [10, Chap. 12.1].) 
4.3. LEMMA. Let s~ be the association scheme formed by the conjugacy 
classes of the finite group H and let /~ be its Bose-Mesner algebra. If  
G < H, the right cosets of G form an equitable partition o- with pairwise 
isometric ells. Further, if the permutation representation of H on the right 
cosets of G is multiplicity-free, the cells of ~r are simple and A/o" is the 
Bose-Mesner algebra of an association scheme. 
Proof. Let ~r be the partition of H formed by the right cosets of G. 
Suppose C is a conjugacy class of H and g ~ G. The number of neigh- 
bours of g in X(C) which lie in the coset Gx is 
]Cg n Gxl = Ig-lCg n g-lGx] = [C n Gxl, 
which depends on the coset Gx but not on the choice of g in G. Since H 
acts transitively on the right cosets of G, it follows that or is equitable. 
Since H acts transitively on the cells of o-, they must be pairwise isometric. 
Next we determine an upper bound on the number of cells in the 
partition ~- induced by G. If g and h are elements of G then 
[Cgxh N G[ : [g-lCgx n g- lGh -a] = [Cx N G] 
and so [Cy n G I is the same for all elements of the double coset GxG. 
From this it follows that the number of these double cosets is an upper 
bound on ]7r[. The number of these double cosets is the rank of the 
permutation group obtained by the action of H on the right cosets of G. 
Denote the character of this permutation representation by p and let 
p = ~moO 
be its decomposition i to irreducible characters. Then the rank of H is 
equal to Em~. (In both cases the sum is over the irreducible characters 
involved in p.) By definition, p is multiplicity-free if the coefficients rag, 
are all equal to one. 
Let XG be the characteristic vector of G, viewed as a subset of H. If 
is an irreducible character of G, let E~, be the matrix with rows and 
columns indexed by the elements of H and gh-entry equal to O(g-lh). 
Then E o is a principal idempotent of d .  (This follows from [6, Theorem 
2.5], for example.) The dual degree of G is the number of non-trivial 
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i r reduc ib le  characters  0 such that  E+x c ~ O. If the first row of E4, 
cor responds  to the ident i ty  of  H then  the  first entry  of  E~x 6 is equa l  to 
the mult ipl ic i ty,  m+, of  0 in the decompos i t ion  of  p. Hence  the dual  
degree  of  G is at least  the number  of  non-tr iv ia l  i r reduc ib le  characters  in 
the decompos i t ion  of  p and if p is mult ip l ic i ty free,  it fo l lows that  G is a 
s imple subset. | 
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